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CODE

Seemingly random, but arranged in perfect order, varying diamond shapes, cuts, sizes and settings are laid out in a way that resembles the dots and dashes of a secret code.  The key to Code is symbiosis. Perfect balance, a fusion of contrasts and diverse unity.

Discover Code
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    Diamonds & Thrills

    Looking for something a little different? ROX is an award-winning British luxury jeweller producing some of the UK's most inspiring jewellery and retailing the world's finest luxury watches.
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          Engagement Rings

          
We know what it takes to spot a beautiful diamond. Let us help you find the perfect, handcrafted diamond engagement ring to celebrate your proposal.

          Shop Now
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          Luxury Watches

          
ROX is the authorised dealer for some of the world’s most sought after watch brands including Hublot, TAG Heuer and Zenith. We know what makes a luxury Swiss watch tick.

          Shop Now
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          Jewellery

          
Dare to be different with our timeless collections of unique, versatile and contemporary jewellery.  From luxurious diamond jewellery to fashion forward silver, ROX has it covered.

          Shop Now
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          The Art of Craftsmanship

          
          
As an award winning British luxury jeweller, we’ve built an enviable reputation for the finest diamond engagement rings by handpicking only the most exquisite diamonds, perfecting unique designs and expert craftsmanship.
          

                    Shop Engagement Rings
          
        

      

    

  


 

 

 


  
    

      Luxury Brands

      
      They say time has a wonderful ability to remind us what really matters and nothing better captures this sentiment than a luxury timepiece. Discover the world's most exciting Swiss and luxury watch brands.      
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      ROX Magazine

      ROX Magazine presents… the ‘London’ issue. After opening our first boutique in London last year, it felt only right we dedicate our new issue to all that sparkles in the capital of cool. Discover the latest catwalk trends, what’s hot in the watch world and be inspired with what to buy, where to eat and how to live a life of luxury!

            Read & Shop
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            TAG, IT'S IT

          
                
Like the chronograph mechanisms they pioneered, the Heuer family pressed ‘start’ on an illustrious chain of horological events in 1860 currently seeing TAG Heuer at the vanguard of personal smart-tech, as well as 21st-century micro-mechanics.
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            JEWELS OF THE THAMES

          
        
        
What better 20th-birthday celebration than ROX cutting the ribbon on its very first venture down south? You can keep your London callings and Waterloo sunsets: ROX is rocking up to the UK capital with its own brand of party-forward fabulousness.

                Read & Shop
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      ROX Talks Podcast

      
ROX Magazine presents... an insight into the world of luxury watches, jewellery and more with interviews with industry leaders and celebrities. Discover intimate conversations as we bring together innovators and taste-makers to showcase of our favourite brands from the world of luxury, fashion, food and drink, motoring and sport.

            Listen Now
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             Our Showrooms

            Expert professional advice is available in-store, providing a truly personalised service.  Step into our stylish and contemporary boutiques at Glasgow’s iconic Argyll Arcade, Edinburgh's Assembly Rooms, Trinity Leeds, Liverpool One, Newcastle's Monument Hall and London's Battersea Power Station.  Visit us for a private consultation and enjoy a glass of Moet & Chandon champagne on us.  

            Find a Showroom
        

      


    



 

 



  
    

      Get ROX in your inbox
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    Currency
    
        
            
                GBP
            
        

        	
                        EUR - Euro
                    
	
                        USD - US Dollar
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